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INDICATION: 

Reconstruction Mask
Brittle, rubberised, weak, and sensitized hairs.

Hydration Mask
Rough, dry, entangled, and frizzy hairs.

Nutrition Mask
Porous, opaque, and lifeless hairs.

How is your hair? And which treatment does it need?

TEST IT!

Next Page for Directions and Schedule

Hair Repair System line is a kit of high-performance hair masks that were

developed to treat the hair in any circumstances it may be presented, returning

all the vitamins and amino acids necessary for strong and healthy hair. Enriched

with Hydrolyzed Vegetable Protein, Coconut Oil, Moringa Oil, Olive Oil, Linseed

Oil, and Shea Butter that comes together in three different masks to result in

stronger, resistant, hydrated, soft, shiny, loose, silky, and protected hair.

1- Elasticity/Break Test: 

Take a single strand of hair and tense it between your fingers. 

If the hair strand elongates but doesn´t return to the initial 

position, or breaks easily in this procedure, it needs 

Reconstruction.

2- Roughness Test:

Take a single strand of hair and run your fingers in both 

directions of the strand, if it is rough, it needs Hydration. If 

this test is hard to evaluate, you can also put your hand with 

fingers opened, close to the scalp, with hair distributed 

between your fingers, move your hand in the opposite 

direction of your head (leaving the head/hair), if your hand 

gets stuck/entangled in some or several strands, it needs 

Hydration. 

3- Porosity Test: 

Take a single piece of hair strand (3-4cm), preferably from the 

tip, and put it in a glass of clean water, wait 4 minutes, if it 
sinks partially, it needs Nutrition.
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DIRECTIONS:

1. In the shower, apply the Floractive Shampoo of your choice, gently 

massaging the scalp and pulling the product along the entire length of the 

hair. Reapply the product if necessary;

2. With the aid of a dryer or towel, dry approximately 50% of the hair strands;

3. Apply the Hair Repair System Mask chosen for the day by quickly 

distributing the product over the entire length of the strands. Leave it to act 

for 5 minutes and rinse;

4. Apply a small amount of the Leave-in Floractive of your choice, over the 

entire length of the hair and finish as desired.

Suggestion: To enhance hydration, with dry hair, apply a few drops of the

Floractive Oil of your choice on the palms of your hands and spread over the 

entire length of the hair.
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SCHEDULE

The capillary program is usually done on a weekly schedule to be 

used 2 or 3 times per week at home and should be used as a routine. 

A healthy hair routine is to wash your hair every 2-3 days. However, 

you can adapt this program according to your hair washing habits.

Depending on the condition/need of the hair, the schedule can start 

with any of the 3 products and alternate as the hair improves.

• Usually, the Nutrition treatment is done 2-3 times a week.

• Usually, the Hydration treatment is done once a week.

• Usually, the Reconstruction treatment is done once a month.

Example for a damaged brittle hair: Starts with the Reconstruction mask on the 

first day. Then, after 2-3 days, use the Hydration mask. Then, at intervals of 2-

3 days, conduct 3 treatments in a row with the Nutrition mask. Reassess again 

the condition and needs of your hair. If the hair doesn´t need the Reconstruction 

treatment anymore, continue on a regular basis with the other 2 treatments, 

alternating 1 Hydration treatment for every 2 or 3 Nutrition treatments.

SIZES & EFFICIENCY

500g ≈ 50 treatments

150g ≈ 15 treatments


